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how do you get to timbuktu
improving ESL listeninglisteningspeakingspeaking skills
through team competition
by ruth todd chattin and keith S folse

english as a second language teachers problems is ESL college bowl college
often encounter students in their classrooms bowl was originally a TV game show in
who are capable of learning but who have which teams of university students from
attitudinal problems which keep them from various universities across the united states
progressing in their acquisition of english tested their knowledge by answering ques-

tionsfor example there is juan who truly be-
lieves

such as who was the first man to set
that he should have been admitted to a foot on the moon or what is the square

higher level english class in spite of his low root of 625 or where is timbuktu
placement scores each new lesson is boring the answers are respectively neil armstrong
for him then there is kyoko who copies 25 and in mali not only did this game
everything the teacher writes on the black-
board

entertain the audience but it also demon-
stratedneatly into her notebook her test which school had the brightest

scores are almost perfect yet if you ask most well informed students though the
her a question she freezes finally there is game decreased in popularity as a TV show
ahmed who did not want to enroll in over the years and eventually was cancelled
english classes at all studying english as a network program many local TV
was his fathers idea no matter what the stations across the US still offer their own
lesson his mind is always elsewhere how weekly version as a competition among
can the ESL teacher challenge the bright local high schools moreover university
student like juan who believes he knows the student associations often hold their own
material already put at ease the inhibited inhousein house trivia competitions based on the
student like kyoko who has difficulty com-
municating

original TV show format this game contin-
uesmunicating orally or involve the disinterested to be played in one form or another

student like ahmed who is not motivated because it is so entertaining for both the
to learn one answer is games audience and the participants

certainly games are not a miracle cure advantages of ESL college bowl
for all pedagogical problems and not the
basis for a teaching method but they can college bowl can also be fun for ESL
serve as a complement to an ESL curriculum students but more importantly it can
which might otherwise become tedious provide them with an opportunity to improve
games challenge students like juan to use their listening and speaking skills in english
what they know they provide students at times the classroom situation with the
like kyoko with an opportunity for real convenience of books and paper makes it
communication in an informal situation easy for students and teachers to focus
they capture the attention of students attention on reading and writing rather than
like ahmed who might otherwise remain listening and speaking playing college
mentally disengaged bowl forces students to pay attention to

the oral skills in this game the students
must listen intensively in order to under-
standone partipartlparticularparticulacular game which has helped and answer questions they must also

students like these to overcome attitudinal pronounce words correctly in order to be
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understood thus oral skills are tried tion correctly has won not only ten points
practiced honed and tested but also the right to attempt the accompa-

nying bonus question

game procedure the bonus question is generally a listing
or naming question within the same field of
knowledge as the tossuptoss up the team willthe object of the game is for participants
list four items for five points each there-
foreto try to answer as many questions correctly

a bonus question carries a maximumas possible and thus score as many points
value of twenty points again a bonusas possible for their team the first team to
question may be attempted only by thereach 300 points wins the game
same team which correctly answered the
tossuptoss up question after the emcee has readthe game requires two teams made up the entire bonus question the team mem-
bersof an equal number of students in the may consult for 30 seconds to come upclassroom three students team worksper with their four answers at the end of thebest other students in the class may ob-

serve
thirty seconds the emcee will ask theand listen or may function as score
captain for the teams answers once thekeepers time keepers judges or emceesemceed has all four thecaptain given answers emceethe two teams should sit facing each other
should reveal the correct and theanswerswith the team captain sitting between his
points to be awarded because the bonusteam members so that he can consult easily
question has four answers which are worthwith everyone on his team the emcee

who could be the teacher or a student
should stand that all canso participants ruth todd chattin received an MA
see him clearly in TEFL from the university of texas

in 1979 she has taught in the US
as well as in honduras she is currently

the emcee will give two kinds of ques-
tions

an ESL instructor at the english lan-
guagea tossuptoss up which either team may institute at the university of

answer and a bonus which is answered alabama
by the team that gave the correct answer
to the tossuptoss up the tossuptoss up is a question keith S folse received an MA
which is to be answered by any individual in TESL from the university of
on either team however the individual southern mississippi in 1980 he has
should signify that he knows the answer written several texts including english
by raising his hand ringing a bell pressing structure practices university of
a buzzer etc the emcee then recognizes michigan press he is currently
the first individual to raise his hand by the assistant director of the IELI at
saying the students name if the student spring hill college in mobile alabama
answers the question correctly he wins
ten points for his team if his answer is
not correct the teamopposing gets an five points each the team might receive five
opportunity to answer the question in this ten fifteen twenty or no points forsituation the opposing team may consult example a bonus question appropriateand the team captain will give the answer for the tossuptoss up given in the example aboveif the answer is correct this team scores would be for five points each nameten points if neither team can give a four other south american countriescorrect answer the question is eliminated
and the emcee will ask another tossuptoss up
question to be answered by either team question selection and construction
tossuptoss up questions are usually about general
knowledge for example what is the the difficulty and content of the ques-

tionslargest landlocked country in the western asked will depend on the background
hemisphere bolivia is the answer and proficiency in language skills of the
the team which answers the tossuptoss up ques students in the class one game can in
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cludeelude a variety of questions ranging from conclusion
geography to mathematics students most
often enjoy questions which ask them to ESL college bowl generates a great
recall english vocabulary and grammar deal of enthusiasm in students it moti-

vateswhich they have previously learned the students to learn english gives stu-
dentsquestions can be made up by the teacher or a chance to practice their listening

by groups ofstudents whoever is responsible and speaking skills and provides them with
for inventing the questions needs to remem-
ber

a break from the tedium of the textbook
a few things in order to come up with ESL teachers at the university of alabama

effective questions first every question in tuscaloosa alabama and at spring hill
must have a specific answer A question college in mobile alabama found that
such as how do you get to timbuktu their students enjoyed the game so much
is unacceptable because a variety of an-
swers

that they took this classroom activity
could be given A question such as a step further in july of 1982 students

what do you think of nuclear disarma-
ment

met for an ESL college bowl competi-
tionis also unacceptable because the an-

swer
between the two schools the activity

would involve personal opinion rather was so successful that it is now an annual
than a specific fact secondly truefalsetrue false event to which teachers and students alike
and yesnobesno questions should be avoided look forward
A question such as Is the earth round
is unacceptable because if team A answers
incorrectly then team B already knows the appendix sample questions
correct answer by elimination finally
the bonus question should be kept simple 25 toss upbonus questions for ESL students
the best bonus questions require students various levels
to name four items in a category related
to the tossuptoss up question asking four sepa-
rate

1 tossuptoss up what language is spoken in
questions requires students to retain argentina spanish bonus name four

too much information before answering other countries in which spanish is the of-
ficialfor example name four planets is a bet-

ter
language spain mexico venezuela

bonus question than 1 I1 name the colombia cuba etc
largest planet 2 name the smallest planet
3 name the hottest planet 4 name the 2 tossuptoss up in what sport would you hear
coldest planet phrases such as the 25 yard line safety

touchdown american football bonus
guidelines tell the number of players on these teams

1 soccer 11 2 baseball 9 3 basket
for the teacher as manager of the ESL ball 5 4 american football 11

classroom it is also necessary to remember
that a few basic guidelines need to be fol-
lowed

3 tossuptoss up inch gallon century which is
in order for the game to be successful a measure of time century bonus

first the teacher should be sure that the what do these terms measure 1 mile
questions are not beyond the students distance 2 pint liquid 3 ounce
language level secondly the students weight 4 week time
must understand the rules of the game
completely before they play thirdly 4 tossuptoss up what is the shortest month
the students should be permitted to use february bonus each of the four seasons
only english while playing the game the generally lasts for three months tell in
emcee should penalize students for using which months these seasons occur 1 spring
their native language by disallowing the march april may 2 winter december
question fourthly the emcee must control january february 3 summer may june
answering out of turn by recognizing only july 4 fall september october november
the team captains answers to the bonus
questions finally in every situation the 5 tossuptoss up in order to see better people
rules must be applied fairly but inflexibly often wear a pair of glasses bonus
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name four other pairs of things people 14 tossuptoss up say and spell the past tense of
wear earrings pants shoes socks cuff-
links

the verb wear wore bonus say and spell
contacts underwear the past tense forms of these verbs 1 wake

woke 2 break broke 3 write wrote
6 tossuptoss up what is the longest river in the 4 choose chose
US mississippi bonus in what country
is each of these rivers located 1 volga 15 tossuptoss up yard quart hour ton which
USSR 2 ganges india 3 loire one measures weight ton bonus what
france 4 yangtze china do each of these measure 1 foot dis

tancelengthtance length 2 decade time 3 acre
7 tossuptoss up say and spell the past participle area 4 gram weight
of the verb spend spent bonus say
and spell the past participles of these verbs 16 tossuptoss up say and spell the plural of
1 write written 2 read read 3 drive tooth teeth bonus say and spell the
driven 4 swim swum plural of these words 1 woman women

2 loaf loaves 3 mouse mice 4 child
8 tossuptoss up am not are not is not which children
one does not have a contraction am not
bonus give the contractions for these 17 tossuptoss up what is the longest river in
words 1 we are were 2 did not the world nile bonus on what conti-

nentdidnt 3 will not wont 4 have not is each of these rivers located 1

havent seine europe 2 congo africa 3 nile
africa 4 amazon southamericasouth america

9 tossuptoss up what is the chemical symbol
for iron fe bonus give the chemical 18 tossuptoss up say and spell the past form
symbol for these minerals 1 salt na of the verb begin began bonus say and
2 sulfur S 3 uranium U 4 copper spell the past form of these verbs 1 drink
cu drank 2 take took 3 know knew

4 sit sat
10 tossuptoss up what is 144 divided by 12
12 bonus solve these division problems 19 tossuptoss up who was the US president

1 295 divided by 5 59 2 21 divided by immediately before reagan carter
7 3 3 49 divided by 7 7 4 100 bonus name any other 4 US presidents
divided by 10 10 before reagan etc

11 tossuptoss up what relation is your fathers 20 tossuptoss up what is the capital of austria
father to you grandfather bonus what vienna bonus name the capital of
relation are these people to you 1 your these european countries 1 poland
mothers brother uncle 2 your brothers warsaw 2 italy rome 3 hungary
daughter niece 3 your fathers mother budapest 4 switzerland bern
grandmother 4 your daughters son
grandson 21 tossuptoss up 3 times 3399 in other words

3 squared equals 9 what is 4 squared
12 tossuptoss up panama nicaragua argentina 16 bonus give the result when these
which is not considered part of central numbers are squared 1 2 4 2 5 25

america argentina bonus give the 3 10 100 4 12 144
capitals of these central american countries
1 honduras tegucigalpa 2 nicaragua 22 tossuptoss up which large south american
managua 3 el salvador san salvador country has no coastline bolivia bonus

4 panama panama city name 4 of the 5 countries that surround
bolivia brazil peru paraguay argentina

13 tossuptoss up what is the past tense of the chile
verb freeze froze bonus what is the
past of these verbs 1 steal stole 2 ring 23 tossuptoss up albania argentina australia
rang 3 grow grew 4 fly flew which one is completely surrounded by
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water australia bonus name 4 countries 25 tossuptoss up what language is spoken in
which begin with the letter B belgium syria arabic bonus what language
bolivia bhutan brazil bulgaria burma is spoken in these countries 1 brazil
burundi portuguese 2 japan japanese 3

the netherlands dutch 4 norway
24 tossuptoss up what is the capital of the US norwegian
washington DC bonus give the capital

cities of these US states 1 new york
albany 2 georgia atlanta 3 colorado
denver 4 texas austin




